C HAPTER 3 P LANNING

“A goal without a plan is just a wish.”
―Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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Introduction
When it comes to ministry, it is not good enough
to say “Whatever happens happens, ” or “If God is
in it, it will all work out.” This is not que sera
sera or c’est la vie. If we are going to be serious
about reaching and ministering to students most
effectively, we must plan. We must take our philosophy and strategy and plan out how we will see
the things we say are important happen. It is a
matter of stated values versus real values. We
can state what we value but do nothing to actually
arrive at those outcomes. Real values are the
things we say are important and take steps to accomplish.
Having a Plan
We have to have a plan.
Take heart, it is okay to plan.

We cannot think our plans are ultimately what
bring about life change. A good plan is not the
goal of ministry, but it might be the means to
keep you grounded and continue in the work.

Why would we plan in every other area of our
lives and not in ministry?
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If you fail to plan in life or business you end up
nowhere fast. Why would we be more interested
in planning a vacation than about planning how
we move people forward in their walk with
Christ?

it’s more than okay to carefully
choose those things you will and will
not do as a part of your ministry
As we discussed before, there is a big difference
between babysitting youth and equipping them to
be functioning, effective disciples. If we are not
careful, we will fill a calendar year with activities
not intentionally reaching students and their families or meeting their needs. The tendency or
maybe even temptation is to fill your weeks and
months with activities or programs just because
the guys down the street do or just to appease restless students or parents, or to do
something because you have what seems
like dead calendar space and you saw on a
website or heard someone tell of a great activity they did with their group.

Now, this is not to say those things cannot enter
into your planning, but it is more than okay to
carefully choose those things you will and will not
do as a part of your ministry with students.

Getting Off The Cruise Ship

The church was not meant to be the social director for people’s lives. You are not meant to be the
game and activities leader for a group of rowdy
youth.

The church is meant to develop a community of
faith where people can connect in meaningful relationships, but it is not responsible for every waking moment of a person’s life.

The goal is balance between spontaneous and intentional activity. Whether it
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is just for fun or to accomplish a strategic goal of
the ministry at a pivotal time in a student’s life or
in the life of the group. You do not want to give
the wrong impression of what ministry and the
church is about, create an unrealistic and unmaintainable schedule, or put into motion expectations that someone in the future can’t or
shouldn’t have to maintain.

More Formational: Less “Funtivities”
Planning can create good or negative habits in students’ lives, perceptions about the church, or
ideas about student ministry that may not be
beneficial. It can also create significant moments
of spiritual growth and challenge or bring a group
together. So, enter into planning carefully and
prayerfully.
Do not be afraid of activity and planning or creativity, but also do not plan so much that the schedule becomes the god you serve, where the calendar allows no room for God to do work in your
people, or distracts from the most important
work of becoming like Christ.

Far too many people leave youth ministry with
the wrong impression and only remember how
they used to go all these places, stay up late, and
bring fear to the hearts of younger students having little or nor spiritual memory of what God did
in and through them as students.

Do not be guilty of creating a ministry of fluff that
takes lightly the things of God, but also don’t use
that as an excuse to create a go-nowhere environment that creates a dead and less-than-intriguing
view of faith in Christ and life in the body.

Do not be afraid of activity and planning
or creativity.
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C HAPTER 3 S ECTION 2

Where to Begin?

Where to Begin?
At the beginning seems like a very good place
to start, but where is that beginning?
Where do we even begin when considering effective planning in ministry to youth?
1. Start with your philosophy and mission.
What things will your ministry be about in order
to match the things you hold as important?
2. Keep your strategy in mind.
What things will you do that will accomplish the
strategy that God has birthed in you and that
your church and team agree upon? What events,
activities, and emphases will make the most im-

pact? Spend more time on what matters and less
time on what doesn’t. It is the difference between
prayer and props (event focus), prioritizing people or promoting gimmicks (ministry focus), or
the use of precision rifle shots over shotgun blasts
(discipleship focus).

3. Create a plan of action.
Apply a few simple event guidelines to your strategy and planning.

The plan of action you create will fit your situation, work within your existing structure, help accomplish your goals, and be flexible for different
seasons within your congregation. This approach
will allow you to create a well-rounded approach
to programming that will push above and beyond
the scope of a Sunday/Wednesday type youth
ministry.

4. Work with the church calendar.
Keep in mind it is important to connect students
to the church family. They need connection to the
larger body. Paying attention to and tagging in to
appropriate church-wide activities will not only
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benefit your students and round out your planning, it will create a connection and ownership in
student ministry in the congregation as a whole
and help establish multi-generational connections that are a vital part of the disciple-making
process.

For example:
-Schedule weekly activities plus one major event per
month, plus any church-wide events you need to tag
in to.
-One small group (Sunday School class, etc…) fellowship per month with monthly group-wide
events.
-Sunday night fellowships every other Sunday
night.
-Host or plan weekly Sunday night youth dinners.
-Break planning into seasons.
-Create a special emphasis each month in planning.

If your youth ministry philosophy matches that of
the church as a whole so should your planning
match the planning strategy of the church.

5. Consider denominational planning.
If your church is tied to an association or a part of
denominational events for students, consider
how these things might benefit your group. It is
important to get students tied to church on a
broader scale. Denominational or associational or
other regional opportunities to get students connected with other students who are following
Christ can expand your effectiveness in ministry
as well as deepen your students tie to the church
beyond what they experience within the walls of
their home church.

They need the broader body of Christ to put their
life in Christ in perspective and tie the work of the
church in a broader context. Their realizing they
are a part of something bigger can do much for
their buy in and tie them to kingdom mindset and
work for the Gospel. This connection can help create a much needed kingdom perspective, so consider how larger efforts might play a part in your
strategy.
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6. Look for challenges & new experiences.
Don’t get stuck in a rut. If your mission trip does
not accomplish the ultimate goals of your group
or the camp you go to does not offer a strategic
block for the overall picture, then patiently and
wisely work toward other opportunities that will
meet the direction and needs of your group. Look
for and respect existing structures and expectations in your church, but, if they do not progress
the group where it needs to be, then change them.
New challenges and experiences are necessary, especially in today’s culture, to create opportunities
to fulfill the goals and plans you have in developing people towards Christ-likeness.
Don’t be so tied to old methods that you won’t
consider how you might better reach students
and adults. A specific method, no matter how
comfortable, is not more important than truly
seeking the Lord and doing what God is leading
us to do.
Be smart in identifying and approaching these
possible areas of change. You would not want to
railroad change you think is important (and may
really be) and find yourself alone and alienated be-

cause you didn’t seek to create alignment in those
you lead. Don’t be stupid. Don’t be subversive.
Don’t be divisive.

7. Do what is needed to take you where
you want to go.

Because ultimately your plan should be working
towards some endpoint. It may require sacrifices
along the way, but if keep the big picture in view
it will be worth all the small steps to a grander vision.
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S ECTION 3

Calendar Planning

Calendar Planning
Creating and communicating a well-thought out
and thorough youth ministry calendar is important in creating a solid foundation your ministry.
Communicate with staff early about your calendar wishes and reserve dates. Be flexible. Communicate early and often, and share your youth ministry calendar with parents and others. Create
and distribute calendar updates for church publications or for leadership groups in the church
(deacons, church council, elders, mission organizations in the church, the receptionist etc…), and
include educational plans, leadership training
and development in your overall calendaring.

Planning Goes Like.
Plan.

Coordinate your calendar with
the church’s calendar.
Communicate early and often.
Publicize your calendar.

Include education and training as you plan.

Weekly

This would be a ground level look at ministry life
in your setting. Start with the things that must be
included. These are you weekly programs, methods, or environments that form the backbone of
what you do in ministry.

Educationally, this will include specific small
group discussion questions, individual lesson
within a series or unit, and any resources needed
in order to prepare these lessons.
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Sunday School, Small Groups, Discipleship
classes, Wednesday night service, etc… What are
the things that are a regular part of your week?
This is weekly planning.
Maximize the effectiveness that these week-in,
week-out opportunities can provide. Do not underestimate the power of the “routine”. When you
do that, they become more than a routine. See
these opportunities, environments, or methods as
the most important points in your planning.
These will have the most impact long-term and
give the most opportunity to invest most effectively in students’ lives.
Monthly
These are ongoing emphases and activities that
occur every month or quarter, etc. Include on
your monthly calendar special events. These are
ongoing things that enhance the weekly offerings
of your ministry.

Educationally, this will include unit or series planning.

Yearly

These would be major, big-ticket items that occur
once a year and typically garner attention, resources, and promotion. It could be a churchwide yearly picnic, leadership training event, revival meeting, camp, Bible conference, mission
project, choir trip, or musical production. Whatever they are, include them in your overall calendar from the beginning. This will help eliminate
conflicting dates within your ministry and with
other ministries in the church.

Plan your yearly educational approach around major themes, objectives, or segments of your overall strategy. More on development of education/
discipleship plan can be found in Chapter 6, Discipleship.
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C HAPTER 3 S ECTION 4

Event Planning

Putting an event on your calendar that accomplishes something within your overall strategy is
just the beginning. The real feet to an idea come
through planning and follow through. It is important to have a process that goes beyond a simple
“to-do” list. A “to-do” or “punch” list will inevitably arise from the event planning process, but we
need to be more thorough in our process in order
to maximize our effectiveness in preparation and
implementation of ministry events.

The Planning Process
When planning on your own or in a meeting it is
important to have a method of operation. This

will allow you to be thorough in your planning
and consistent in impact.

1. Get Crazy : Brainstorm
This is the fun part of planning where ideas are
not judged or evaluated. Just imagine, innovate, dream and create (it is best if done with
group of student and adult leaders). A lot of energy will create a lot of ideas. And hey surely
one of them will be good right?

2. Get Real: Evaluate and Eliminate the
things that are not feasible or do not have a
place in this particular event or at this time. If
there are items or aspects that might be possible later due to people, resources, mentality, or
process restrictions, place them in a future
planning category to be re-visited at a later
date. Some refer to these items as parking lot
items and the future planning areas the parking lot. Some refer to it as a gunny sack.

3. Get Busy: Put the planning into effect.
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The 3 MO’s as in MO-Momentum!
Looking at an event, consider three major areas.
They have been referred to as the 3 MO’s. This
simple formula can help you raise the level at
which you plan and implement.
1. Create the MO
(planning, preparation, promotion)
2. Capture the MO
(implementing the event)
3. Sustain the MO
(follow-up, evaluation, improvement)
A diagram of these two processes working together can be found online at:
skopos.org/ymguidebook/ymgforms_helps
As you follow principles of good planning and promotion for an event, capture momentum through
the actual event, and sustain momentum through
follow-up and evaluation. You will find you are
on your way to a more effective event planning
process.

Here are some major points to
work through whenever you
start planning an event:

1. Give each event a process owner and split
event tasks between sub-process owners.

2. Create checks and accountability between
the event owner and sub-process owners.

3. Create a “do-or-die” deadline by which you
will totally commit to, take on, or bail on a project. It might be two weeks, it might be a
month. Come up with a time frame that is feasible and wise for your ministry setting.
4. Develop the budget

5. Budget according to the purpose

6. Economy of resources (developing resources outside of the budget)

7. Communicate your strategy and purpose
for the event through the event budget

8. Manage and expend the budget ethically
and effectively.
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It is important that all areas of your ministry
speak the same language. Create a culture that
values thorough, effective planning, or at least
that is consistent in every part of the ministry.
Although there are other solid approaches to
ministry event planning, these ideas can assist
you in creating a climate within your ministry
of planning, communication, and implementation.
Execute the Plan
Many student ministers have issues with follow
through. Lack of and/or poor execution so often
undoes solid philosophy, heart, strategy, and planning. It is not enough to just have it on paper.
You have to turn your plan into product. If your
ministry philosophy, strategy, and planning looks
great on paper and never finds its way out
through effective implementation then you have
fallen short of effectiveness. You have to do the
work. We may have stated values, but what we
do will show what we really value. Follow
through and effective execution will reveal what
we truly value as a ministry or organization. Our

goal should be to execute the plan in a way where
our stated values will become our real, practiced
values.

Here are suggestions on improving towards
successful execution of plans:

-Check your people resources. Make sure there
are enough adults to safely and effectively implement ministry plans.

-Delegate effectively. You should not do everything all the time. This is counter-productive.

-Time-stamp projects and meet deadlines. Deliver the things you have promised.

-Create systems of accountability for project responsibilities between process and sub-process
owners.

-Show you are ready to engage.

-Budget wisely. Plan for less than ideal circumstances.
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-Do not shirk important aspects for the sake of
laziness or time constraints. From atmosphere
and invitation to decision follow up, stay on task.
-Communicate effectively enough to educate your
philosophy, strategy, and aims to all involved.
-Be the first to show and the last to bail.
-Schedule time so that details are completed prior
to students and adults arriving.
-Be conservative in communicating schedules to
parents, volunteers, and staff.

Consider other ways you can increase the level
of execution in your student ministry.

On Planning Events…

Do not plan time or expectations based on ideal
situations (time, income, etc…). Be real.
Ministry is not always exact. You would rather get
home early than always be late. You would rather
have more income and fewer expenses than you
expected and planned for than to go over budget.

Idea: Budget income at 80% of your
intended participation while planning
expenses at your target attendance
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C HAPTER 3 S ECTION 5

Missions Planning

“Every Christian is either a
missionary or an imposter.”
C.H Spurgeon

What is Missions?
Missions is not just something we do, it is who we
are as Christians. Missions is something international, and it is something local. It is something
short term, and it is something ongoing.
For some youth ministries, missions’ focus is only
local and only an occasional project. Often, things
“missional” do not exist on the radar screen outside of promoting the mission offerings sup-

ported by the church “once.. twice... or three
times-a-year” (Apologies to Lionel Ritchie).

If we are to lead students and adults to the intended end of what God has placed us, the
church, here for, we must understand the broader
strategy and application of missions in our lives,
groups, and churches.

What can be done to help open the eyes of your
students to their purpose in sharing the love of
God with the world?

Bob Mayfield, in Missional Pivot Points, uses the
following definitions that help us understand the
meaning and application of missions:

Missional - The mindset and action of living as
a missionary in your neighborhood.

Evangelism - Telling people about Jesus.

Missions - Seeking to understand a community
of people in order to present the Gospel in a culturally relevant way.
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Mission - As in “sent”. Being on mission involves being sent, which is the root meaning of
the word.
Missionary - One who is sent to speak on behalf
of another person.
You can clearly see by these definitions, missions
is broader than a project, a trip, or an offering. It
is everything we are and do in order to tell people
about Jesus in a way that makes sense to them,
that intersects their lives. It is the means by
which we accomplish mission.
So, our planning and consideration should be
larger than just a once a month project, a yearly
emphasis, or a weekly class or group that educates about mission efforts and missionaries
around the world.
These things are important for us to know and
do, but our strategy to lead a missional lifestyle
should be more encompassing. Missions is a lifestyle more than it is a temporary trip. Missions’
strategy is far more impactful than a periodic project. Developing disciples involves more. A mis-

sion trip has merit. But how much more meaningful when we develop a lifestyle of going?

The things we plan are meant to drive the heartbeat of mission deeply into us and to those in our
groups. We do this by giving opportunities to
practice the lifestyle that should be inherent in
the life of a believer. Here are some things to remember in strategizing for missions:

Make the idea of advancing the kingdom
a part of everything you say and do.

Include it in training, weekly messages, studies,
etc…

Create an environment that is Kingdom charged.

Create opportunities for students to practice “mission”.

Don’t be afraid to break outside the walls of your
church and truly reach.

Don’t hold students back from using their gifts.

Create significant moments where students can
learn what it looks like and feels like to breath the
mission of God.
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Involve students in a variety of mission settings.
Gear students to pray for the un-reached.
Help students focus on God’s heart for the lost.
Planning a Mission Trip or Local Service
Opportunities
Although not the complete picture of what it
means to live the mission of God, mission projects and service are important for students and
leaders to gain perspective about the way in
which following Christ can make a difference in
their community or abroad. They also help to
form a much needed humility in the hearts of our
students.
Here are some ideas in planning for mission projects:
-Call your state and national denominational offices to see what state, national, or global opportunities exist.
-Pray for direction.
-Determine location and needs.

-Develop an ongoing service strategy and create
service opportunities.

-Promote opportunities to get involved.

-Set dates, timelines, and deadlines.

-Identify qualifications for students going on a
mission trip.

-Develop means to fund mission projects and missions in general.

-Prepare students and leadership.

-Involve the entire congregation.
-Fulfill the mission.
-Report to the church.

For more information on missions opportunities
for your students or your group read up on Chapter 7, Evangelism and Missions. Also visit
www.skopos.org for events and information.
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S ECTION 6

Summer Youth Ministry

Summertime Youth Ministryoh the joy! oh the humanity! oh summer!
Summer is a special kind of season that brings
about a great amount of joy and a great amount
of sleeplessness. Summer also provides a special
opportunity for youth ministry to generate a lot of
momentum for ministry (some students will
spend more time a part of their youth ministry in
the summer than the rest of the year combined).
To that end summer can serve as a great springboard for ministry throughout the year. Summer
is a unique and often ferocious and relentless animal. So how can you make the most of summer
months without overexerting or losing your
mind?

Pray
This can be a pivotal time for a group. Make the
most of it by covering it in prayer. It is the most
inexpensive and most important practice you can
with live out with your students over the summer.
Do not just give them special experiences makes
the summer about forming good spiritual habits
and practices.

Plan
Plan and stay on top of every aspect of summer
youth ministry. Create opportunities to connect
students in relationship with other students, take
advantage of free time, plant in students a heart
of service, maximize the impact of large events.

Promote
Promote summer (and the rest of the year really)
through newsletters, calendars, emails, website,
mail-outs, phone calls, etc… You can never get
too much information in the hands of parents
and students. “Over-inform” early and often.

Provide
Present opportunities for activity, relationship,
and growth. This is not just camp and may not
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even be something you plan. It does however
grow out of the kind of ministry you have been
building all year long.
Camp / Retreats
Youth ministers are not travel agents but do seem
to plan a lot of trips. Planning a successful camp
or retreat is more than securing a bus and good
housing. If the group is taking a trip, there
should be a goal, and the whole experience
should be designed to accomplish that goal.
Event planning and camp/retreat checklists can
be found online.
www.skopos.org/ymguidebook/ymgforms_helps
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C HAPTER 3 S ECTION 7

Evaluation & Conclusion

Evaluation of Strategy and Planning
You will never know if you are hitting the mark if
you never set something to aim at and if you
never look back to see how you did. You must
evaluate to see if you are getting to where you
want to go.
Remember our early conversation about youth
ministry and metrics. It is important to set goals
that are not necessarily quantifiable but measurable in some fashion. Moreover, these goals
should constantly re-evaluated for their “achievability.”

Here are some important reminders on evaluation:

-Everything is fluid. Do not compromise
Truth. All methods can be tweaked.

-Create numerical and non-numerical
evaluators so that you are not solely judging success on numbers.

You will feel less pressure to draw a crowd through
your programming if you do some excellent planning and evaluation. It is important to overcome
the “How many did you have?” syndrome, which
has far too long been a determining factor of success
in the Church. Listen. It is easy to draw numbers.
We have to have numbers that are indicative of thriving life in a group and not from methods designed
to generate attendance.

Attendance, in the long run, will not necessarily produce committed followers (Although, it can be a metric of spiritual growth). The rate at which students
are currently leaving the church indicates that even
committed attendance is not making a difference
long term.
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Numbers can indicate health, but can also give a
false sense of stability and health in a group.
-Be honest. Remove ego, and evaluate honestly.
This isn’t about your ego after all.
-Allow for openness, and, if need be willing to
change.
-Evaluate regularly.
-Find a useful evaluative tool to assist in
your assessment or develop your own.
A sample SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats)
Analysis form is included on
www.skopos.org/ymguidebook/ymgforms_helps
-Include other voices in your evaluation. Use participant and leadership evaluations to get different perspectives. You may even consider consulting with someone who can help you look at your
ministry in a new light and with fresh eyes.
Conclusion
Philosophy and vision drive strategy. Strategy determines planning. Thorough planning is vital to
effective ministry programming. Even if it is plan-

ning a strategy to teach doctrine, hosting a mission conference or taking students to summer
camp, it is important to give attention to planning.

Good planning must be realized through execution. When evaluation is coupled with planning
and implementation you will see the best long
term results in your ministry.
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Summary
-Begin where you started when you plan. Let
your planning spill from your youth ministry philosophy and strategy.
-Planning should be evident in every area of your
ministry.
-Poor execution often undoes great planning.
-Mission includes more than planning a mission
trip.
-Short-term mission projects fall short of full-on
mission lifestyle in followers of Christ.
-Summer youth ministry and special events
(camps, retreats, etc…) provide great opportunities for concentrated growth and unity.
-Evaluate regularly, honestly, and thoroughly
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Chapter 3 Study Guide

Chapter 3 Planning: Study Guide
What is our current planning process?

What can we add to improve?

Work with your team to plan your next event according to the methods outlined in this chapter
(Get Crazy, Get Real, Get Busy…the 3 MO’s,
etc…). Include all aspects of planning (budget,
promotion, follow-up, etc…).

How well do we execute our plan? What is good
about it? What needs improvement? How can
we change?

What do we currently offer as summer events and
activities? What needs to be re-evaluated?

Evaluate our last Mid-week or Sunday morning
using a SWOT analysis

Create an event checklist for your events and activities.

Create a year-long schedule (that you could even
use from year to year) for leadership development
and worker meeting content.

Create a yearly “mission” strategy (a plan for raising up mission-minded students). Make sure the
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What is the difference between short-term mission project and a life-long mission lifestyle?
Why is this important?

Where might we have holes in execution? How
do we remedy that?

plan has ideas for students at different levels of
spiritual development.

What state opportunities are we aware of to
serve?

Who do we know of in our community that needs
ministry, construction, food, etc…?

What are we good at, or what can we do quickly
and regularly?

List weekly programs first.

Put all the pieces together.

Are there opportunities our church is involved
with that we can participate in?

Create a comprehensive calendar for your
youth ministry. Include everything from
church-wide events, missions, regular church
programming, larger one-time events, special
emphases, and educational strategy information.

Have we checked with our state, association, and
national convention offices in our area to see
what opportunities for “mission” there are?

What resources do we have?

Add educational goals for each weekly meeting
(Sunday School, small groups, and any other environments in which teaching occurs (include
weeks off and special occasions).
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Include ongoing monthly activities.
Add in your “missional” strategy.
Add in regular, one-time special events for your
student ministry.
Add in monthly or yearly church-wide emphases
and events.
Review to make sure there aren’t any oversights.

Now step back. Look everything over.
What area of your philosophy and strategy is not
represented in your calendar planning?

How can you remedy that?
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